
With OPENweb Cloud you will use our B-AWS certified 
BACnet building management system (BMS) in the cloud 
and benefit from the range of functions of a comprehen- 
sive BMS and from many other advantages. Avoid ex- 
pensive hardware for your BMS server on site, troublesome 

installation and update procedures or additional personnel 
costs for the maintenance of your BMS software and 
hardware. With OPENweb Cloud you can rely not only on 

a user-friendly BMS but also on comprehensive, worry-free 

services provided by DEOS: we deliver a ready-to-use BMS 

on DEOS high-performance servers, keep OPENweb up 

Comprehensive, worry-free service with 
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to date, perform regular maintenance tasks such as virus 
scans and backups, plus our IT experts are available to 
support and advise you at all times. 

In addition to our worry-free service, we also offer you ex-

clusive advantages in the cloud version: you will receive 

our modular extensions such as the OPENweb Event 

Control Center or the event server free of charge in addi- 
tion to the cloud subscription. The OPENweb upgrade 
service is also included at no charge for cloud users. So 
you can enjoy the full functionality of OPENweb.

System structure of OPENweb Cloud



You get flexibility

Location expansions and their networking are quick and easy to implement and can be scaled to your needs thanks to the 
central cloud solution. BACnet and proprietary data points are treated equally. It does not matter how small or large your 
HVAC system is: planning starts from just 100 data points on a data point basis. This means that even small systems can 
benefit from the advantages of a fully-fledged BMS such as OPENweb. OPENweb Cloud – this is how we create the future!

Security is the top priority

The IT security of our cloud solution is our top priority. Therefore, in times of cyber- 
crime, we rely on our connect boxes with the highest IT security standards. The boxes 
are delivered pre-configured and thus provide your systems with optimal protection 
against cyber-attacks.

 

Advantages of OPENweb Cloud at a glance

Maximum security thanks to regular maintenance, virus 
scans, SSL encryption and 2-factor authentication

Daily backup of your BMS in the cloud (preset time 5 days)

Easy expansion: OPENweb Cloud grows with your  
requirements and locations

A cloud-based BMS can be accessed anytime from 
anywhere using a terminal device of your choice

Locations

OPENweb Cloud

Birkenallee 76 . 48432 Rheine . Germany
Tel.: +49 5971 91133-0 . Fax: +49 5971 91133-2999
www.deos-ag.com . info@deos-ag.com

Follow us on social media 
and stay up to date.
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Ready-to-use BMS in the cloud without manual 
installation or hardware required on site

Comprehensive, worry-free services save you 
additional expenses

Upgrade service: receive OPENweb upgrades and 
updates free of charge

Predictable and low costs instead of high invest-
ment costs


